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Report Focus 

• Offer a snapshot of the changes underway in North 
America’s oil delivery system; 

 

• Explain how the changes in midstream infrastructure are 
prompting a debate about a specific set of energy policy 
and regulatory issues; 

 

• Provide guidance to stakeholders and policymakers who 
are considering the economic, environmental, and security 
implications of unconventional oil production in North 
America. 



Project Approach and Structure 

• Expert participants from industry, government and regulatory 
agencies, think tanks, academia 

 

• Informal, not-for-attribution roundtables 

 

• Smaller in-depth sessions to respond to market/policy 
developments 

 

• Short written fact sheets and commentaries 

 

• Public events:  broader outreach for public education on current 
trends, key developments, and ongoing policy challenges 



Source: U.S. EIA, CSIS 

3 Upstream Changes are Driving Change in the Midstream:  

Volume, Location, Quality 



Source: U.S. EIA, CSIS 
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Existing Infrastructure + New Production Centers = Mismatch 
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Pipelines still dominate, but other modes  

playing a larger role 
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Five policy issues require further attention 
• Transportation Safety, esp. crude by rail 

– Most immediate issue 

– Latest accidents in mid-February keep pressure on regulators 

• Strategic Petroleum Reserve 
– Logistical issues beget strategic issues 

– Department of Energy undertaking strategic review, but Congressional action 
is likely to be needed 

• Oil Exports 
– Export debate has been framed in terms of economics, but the issue is 

fundamentally political  

• Jones Act 
– Jones Act has security basis, but whether the security benefits are worth the 

costs will continue to be a subject of debate 

• Climate Change 
– The path forward is unlikely to be rational, linear, and even 

 



Uncertainties 

• Oil prices 

– How low, how long? 

– What upstream impact? 

– How changes the netback for transit modes and appetite for 
infrastructure investment? 

• Regulation 

– Upcoming rail tank car rules—timing and sufficiency 

– Any further export BIS changes in exports 

• Policy 

– How do these policies intersect (e.g., exports and Jones Act) 
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